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Developed in partnership
with end users, Specifiers
and Facility Managers, Polo
is a new kind of dynamic
workspace solution with a
wide range of options for all.

 The structural beam at the
heart of this system supports the
high capacity cable management
demanded by the requirements of a
flexible workspace.
Polo facilitates the creation of a
complete office landscape from a
single product platform.

Polo is an adaptable system, easy to structure
for any job function. From an initial building
block a multitude of layouts can be created. Its
comprehensive design will fit almost any application
asked for - personal or collective tasks, formal or
informal interactions, while still utilising the best
use of space. Rewarding for your staff and a highly
effective way to manage your office.
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Polo is a family of furniture covering workstations, storage, desk top
optimisation and cable management. Polo is designed using a platform
system that manages the whole office space, irrespective of the work
functions needed.
Polo is flexible and can be assembled and reconfigured quickly. Its
individually structured work spaces encourage team working.
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Polo allows your company to manage
workspace more effectively due to the
ease with which it can be configured
and reconfigured. Choose a design that
accommodates new requirements and
activate it with the minimum of disruption
when your needs change.

 Power modules and cable
management can be accessed from
the desk top by the optional sliding top
system or from the drop down under-desk
tray on the standard workstation.

Designed to fulfil a multitude of requirements
and working situations Polo is equally suited to
individual management workstations providing a
single theme throughout the office.
Polo frames are supplied as standard in silver with
non stock options of white.
There are 7 different choices of top finishes to
include woodgrains and plain colours.
A comprehensive range of matching storage units
are available.
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Polo is inspiring for staff and a
highly effective way to manage
your office.
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